
We met at a library until… well, things got weird.

SHARE is a Weavers & Spinners Society of Austin (WSSA) tradition, born from
necessity when an ice storm forced the guild to cancel a guest-speaker-led workshop it already
had reserved space for. Guild leaders quickly took matters into their own hands and turned
lemons into lemonade (or would that be ice into ice cream?) with a last-minute round robin
weaving event cheekily dubbed “www.share”. (The www stood for “winter weaving workshop”,
a play on the guild’s name and website addresses.)

With a $20 suggested donation to defray the cost of the space, attendees warped their looms
(either their own or guild equipment) eight to ten inches wide with three yards of whatever
weave pattern, structure, or fiber that they wanted to share with others. Most guild members also
prepared drafts or other information explaining the weave they chose. They wove for an hour or
two on the loom and then… “Everybody, switch places!”

The musical-chair fun gave guild members a chance to weave on many different kinds of looms,
offered an outstanding opportunity to learn about different weave structures and fibers, and
resulted in about 4-6 samples for each attendee to take home. It also gave birth to a new guild
tradition: SHARE.

The nature of SHARE has matured over the years, from that original round robin workshop in
2014, to an annual members-teaching-members guild event that meets the needs of the moment.
In 2020, the pandemic moved it online. The format was perfect to encourage experienced
weavers and spinners to help all of the newcomers and beginners get started.

In 2021, guild leaders planned a virtual weekend extravaganza of breakout room sessions
designed to cover the highlights of warping and weaving on a rigid heddle loom and to explore
the various small loom options members used. Ironically, that virtual SHARE had to be canceled
due to another winter storm, this time the Texas icepocalypse caused by Winter Storm Uri, which
knocked out power to much of the state, including the Austin area. Nobody could Zoom. (And a
few members were watching frost crawl along their kitchen floors as temperatures indoors
plummeted dangerously.)

But the guild persevered and SHARE was back in 2022 via an open-ended format in Zoom.
Members were encouraged to simply show up and ask or answer questions, pipe up with
suggestions, or just hang around to see what others had been up to with their craft. Breakout
rooms were used for anyone needing more in-depth help. The casual atmosphere was an
enormous success–highlighting once again that the resilience, and creativity, of WSSA members
is impressive when it comes to adapting to challenges.


